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6
RESEARCH ON ORAL TRADITIONAL EXPRESSION IN ~UMA D!JA •
AND ITS RELEVANCE TO THE STUDY OF OTHER ORAL TRADITIONS
by
John Miles Foley
Milman Parry Collection of Oral Literature , Harvard
The nUl'pose of this paper is t o rep o rt the results
of a Joint interdisciplinary endeavor , !'Aspects o f SerbiaJl
Oral ExpressionJ~ an NEH-sponsored investigation, the
field phase of which was carried on in Orafac during
1975 , 1 The f ocus of the project was the oral culture of a
Ser bian village, as it exists not only in f ormally recogni~ed prose and poetic genres like the folktale or ~picJ
but ~lBo in more informal genres such as the genealogy
and healing charm. 2 We were conce rn ed with collecting
orally patterned speech of all kinds and with preserving,
insofar as possible, the socie - cultural contexts which
made the various speech acts meaningful.
What will eventually result is an ove rall profile illu strating the operation of orality at all levels of village society, from
the simplest traditional recipe to the most extend ed epic
narrative.
In what f ollo ws I will begin by placing our
study agaillst the background of what ha s preceded it in
the field of ornl literature research (Part I) . The
next section will consist of a review of the 197' collection And a short discussion of the mo re import unt (because

largely uncollected and unstUdied) items (Part II).

The

conclusion will describe the analyses completed to date
and those either in progress or about to be initiated

(Part III).

I

Milman Parryl s closely argued studies of t r aditional
diction in the Homeric Greek epics form the cornerstone of
oral literary investigation.
Faced as were all classi cists with the c elebrat ed 'IHomer ic QuestionIIJ--literally,
who was Homer and, if he actually existed , could he have
co mposed b oth the Iliad and the Odyssey? -- Parry was to
suggest a ~nique and brillia n t answer.
In,his two French
th~ses, LtEpithete traditiongel1e dana Homere :
Essai
sur un probleme de style homer1~ue and Lea Formules ~ la
met'rrque d'Homare;4 he presente evidence for a r adically
new view
the Greek bard and his poems.
Homer I Parry
claimed, was a traditional poet who worked within a highly
formulaic and stylized epic diction which was built up
over generat ion s and which became the inheritance of every
singel' ( aOLo6c ) who was part of the trad! tion .

of
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The repeated lines and passages so typ i cal of the Iliad
and Odyssey were generated by the action o f meter upon
language, so that fixed phrases became part of a singer 's
repertoire . 5
The oral term entered Par ry' s equation in two
essays published in 1930 and 1932 under the general
title I!Studies i n the Epic Tec hnique of Oral VerseMaklng , I16 Basing h is model of the p re- l i te r ate poet
mainly on Matthias Mu rkors earlier accounts of Balkan
guslari , 7 he wr ote :
The poet who composes with only the spoken
word a poem o f any length must be able to
fit his words int o the mould o f his verse
after a f ix ed pattern .
Unlike the poet
who writes out his l ines,- - or even dictates
them, --h e cannot think without hurry about
his next wor d, nor change wh at he has
ma de , nor , before going o n . r ea d 0ver
what he has J u st written ( NSt u dies I,"
~, p. 269) .
The process of oral composition as Parry de scr ibed it is
clearly at one phenomenological remove from what we un derstand as the customary , written form o f composit i on;
until it is cast into permanence with the advent o f
literacy , any oral utterance is known only as sound and
must be p r ese rv ed thro u gh usage , as are r elated kinds of
ritualistic behavior . S
Parry identified one aspect of oral diction as the
"formula,'1 It a gro up of words which is regu larly employed
under the same metrical co ndit ions to express a given
essential idea " ( 't Studies I ,'t MHV , p . 272) .
He under stood formulas as lines or part - li nes whi ch constituted
the !'words '! of the poet and which e na bled him to "speak"
the epics extemporaneously in performance .
The poetic
language was thus a kind of singe r' s patois, assembled
o v er many generations by countl e ss bar d s wno themselves
spoke dialects of ancient Greek quite distinct from one
another . 9 Though he had very little time to develop hi s
notions before he died in 1935, Parry also began the
description of a larger unit of oral epic diction -- the
"theme."
He explained these un i ts, which Walter Arend
had called I'typical scenes/,t as traditional commonplaces :
The singer of tales, unlike the writer
of poetry, is never f r ee o f his-tradition.

-
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He has not learned his art from a varied
reading, but only from listening to older
singers .
He has no pen and ink to let him
slowly work out a novel way of recounting
novel actions, but must make up his tale
without pausing, in the speed of his
si nging.
This he can do only by telling
ea ch action. as it comes up in more or 1eao
the usua l ver ses which go with that way . IO
Parry next tested his hyp otheses , so extensively
documen te d in the Homeric c o rpus, in the "living laboratory' l of the Se rbe-Croatian oral tradition .
During
1933-3 5 he and his co - worker Albert E . Lord made an ex tensive collect i on of epic pesme from a multitude of
singers in the regions of No vi Pazar , Bjelo Polje, Kola~in J
Gecko, Stola e, and Bihae, as well as parts of Macedonia. ll
Lord was to retur n to many of these areas and to others
in later ye ar s , to supplement and add hist o ri cal depth
to the o r iginal sample of texts l 2 ; the entire corpus i s
preserved in the Milman Parry Collection of Or al
Litera tur e a t Harvard University .
So far four volumes of
edited songs and trans latio ns have appeared in the se ri es
Srpskohrvatske Juna~ke Peeme (Serbo-Croatian Heroic Songs) :
the first two present the Novi Pazar tradition in mul tiple versions of pesme by- five sing ers, and the latter
two contain t he complete 2enidba Smnilagina Sina (The
Wedding of Sma i l agi~ Meho) , an epic song by Avd o --MedJedovIT whic h compares in length and qu ality to the
Homeric Odysse y.l]
With Parry l s death the execution of his plans for
pU b lication of the collection and comparative studies
dealing with applica tions of the Yugoslav material to
othe r traditio n s was undertaken b y Lo rd . l4 Th e fir st
product of the research was a series of articles under the
title " Homer and Huso l' on the problems of the singerts
rests, narrative inconsistencie s , and enjambemen t in
Homeric and Serbo -Cr oatian oral song . l5
I n 196 0 Lord's
classic The Singer of Tales appeared . 16 presenting a com prehensive descript IOn of the guslar ' s art and bringing
that information to bear comparatively on Homer and
oral poetry in Old English, Old French, and modern Gre ek .
Of semi n al impo rtance to the development of the oral
t he ory was th e cha pt er o n I' themes }" defined as " groups
of ideas regula rly used in telling a talf71n the f ormu laic style o f traditional song" (p. 68).
The dy namics
o f longe r, stab le sections of narrati ve, which Parry had
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time only Lo adumbrat e, were clearly and precisely explicated with Tcference to the texts from Yugo~lavfo.
Lord ' s chapters on "Song~ and the Song" and "WrtLing and
Oral Tradition " also had a cons Id erable inrl u~n~e on
Investiga'1ons that followed.
In the forme: !le e~
plained ",hat en "original" text does not ex~~L ~n 0:01
tradition, but that each pert'or~ance is an nO'lgin~iq in
the sense that it represents an entire re- c:'e~t!~n Jf ~!.e
song , lS i his observation carries great slgni~lcanee
for the "dead" traditions, where often only a ~lngle
manuscript of a given poem has su r vived. 1 9 In -he IH::er
chapter, Lord examined the influence of the w-i·~en up _
the spokerl word, 20 and distineuished betwepn ~c ~a~ :l!;interrupted recordings and written transcriptiol.S
.'
oral performance.
Using exnn.plcr. from the Pe .... ·...
.le-~"" :or.,
he showed that the staCC'lto rhythm of perro:-:n'3.r"~
.• d"Jc.Q
by the inevitab le del ays involved in writter. t .. ~~s~-~p tion made for discernible differences in the na.1~e r ~
the text which resulted:
"From the point of v4e~ ~!
verse - making, dictation carriec no great ad7antuge to
the singer, but from that of Gong - making it mny be instrumental in producin, th e fineGt and longest of ~Qnfs"
(Singer, p . 128) . 2
Even before the publication of The Singer of Tk _e c.
the oral theory had begun to be e x tended ~o other _.i.t eratures. 22 In 1953 Francis P. Magoun, :r. pub !$!:ed tl~
influential "Thc Oral - Formulaic Character of Ang~o-Saxol~
Narrative Poetry , "23 in which he claimed ~hat the en~ire
Old English canon waG the formulaic product o~ a tr~ 
dit i on of scopas , the medieval English equivalect of +~e
Yugoslav guslarl. Magoun 24 and Stanley B . Creecfield~~
introduced thematic analysjs two years late r, rangi~g
widely over the corpus to compare ins~ances of ~te -hemes
of "the beasts of battle" and "exile . " Almos· concur rently Robert P . Creed completed a fornulaic ~n~lysi3 of
the diction of Beowulf 26 and proposed new ways of erre~d
ing27 and criticizing28 Old Ene1ish poe~s.
[~m~what
later Donald K. Fry argued for a view of ~he formula
based in gener a tive linguistic3,29 and for a description
of rec urrent na rra tiv e scenes that distingut~hed bet ween the "theme" and the "type-scene . .. 3D ,fO<jt recentlY 1 computer analysis of Beowulf has revealed ~het there
ex i st metrical formulas und erlying the verbal patterns,
and that the unit of repetition in Old EnglzG~ theTCS
is similar to, but not the Game as t!-'.at in He! "'ric c.r.::
Serbo - Croatian theues. 3l
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Computer studies hav e also been performed on the
extant Old French epic poems by Josepb Duggan.

As a

result of comparative formulaic analyses of fourteen
chansons ~ geste, he posits a threshold for determining
whether a given passage or poem is oral or written:
11
•
if an Old French narrative poem Is less than 20%
straight repetition, it probably derives from literary,

or written, creat i on . When the formula density exceeds
20% , it is st rong ev i dence of oral composition, and the
probability rises as the figure increases over 20% . '1)2
Duggan's work is th e most recent and tho roughgoing con sid erati on of a problem first stated, for practical
purpose~,

in Jean Rychner's La chanson de geste : Fssai
Another oral tra dition which has lately received a great deal of attention is the vast and heterogeneous body of material :rQ~
Africa. Ruth Finnegan and Jeff Opland, to men~y
two of the many scholars involved with the study of
~
African tradition, have made in teresting contributions
to the ongo ing assessment of the effects of writing ~PQn
a contempora ry oral culture. 34
~ ~' arL ~pique des jongleurs . ))

Even n representative discussion of bibliography
in the various literature s whOBe criticism has undergone
s:gnificant change since the emergence of the oral
th e o ry would occupy an entire essay . I choose to b ring
this section of t he paper to a close by taking note of
a change in emphasiS in the evolution of the theory and
its application. Recent studies in classics, such as
Gregory Nagyts Comparative Studies in Greek and Indic
Metel'J5 and Berkley Peabody I S j'he Winged WorCf1iS" have
underlined the necessity for a diachronic as well as
synchronic perspective on oral process. As Lord has
suggested in hi s "F ore word '! to the latter volume,
I

At a tim e when the emphasis in scholar ship and in criticism alike has gone too
heavily in the direction of synchronic
structuralism, it is well to be reminded
of the spr i ngs of language and of verbal
art in oral traditional lite rature, because tradition's point of view is by definit i on diachroniC, or , to avoid scientific terminology, it is conscious of
the past and of the present's debt to
that past (p . xii).
Peabody has also elegantly described the role of sound
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patterns i n the Hesiodic t heme , insisti ng on the impor t ance o f what i s heard ra th er than wh et is thought o r
deciphered in read i ng , J? Th is is a deceptively simple
fact of oTal trad i t i on , but one that the theory has
consist ently lo st sight of 8S 1t strugg led to formulate
an explanation of orality in a highly literate. visual
c ul tUre .
If we are to achieve v ersimilitude 1n the
study of oral literature, we need more stud ie s concerned
with the diachronic depth o f tradition snd the primacy
of sound in 1ts phenomenology .
And , as noted ab ove, we
also need ca r eful and thor o ugh analyses of con temporary,
li ving oral t r a ditions.

I I

Our purp ose in investigating "As pect s of Se rbi an
Or al Expre ss ion" was not to co mp il e mo re t ex ts of ~pic
so ngs, but t o relate all observable f o rm s of o ral c om muni cat ion to the o ral culture 8S a wh o le.
Acco r d ing ly ,
th e i n terdiscipl i na ry re sea rc h t eam cons i sted of spec ialists in soc iolingu istics , oral traditi ons , de mo g rap hy, and the soc i o-cult ural ant hropo logy o f th e area .
The recorded sampl e includes a wide r ange o f t ypes o f
verbal inte rchange, f o r we had re alized f r om listening
to tapes made e arli er by member s of the research team
that even the everyday conversat io ns of some of the
olde r informants was patterned. J8 Whi l e this ov erview method gove r ned the s election of our material to
some extent, two othe r factors also helped determine
research p r oc edur es and results .
The f irst was a
comm i tment to pre ser v i ng the social situation aG free
o f distorting elem e nts as possible while still giving
some structu re to the intervie w.
We tried not to
di v orce a p art icu lar verbal perf o r mance fr om its c u l tural context in or der not to enc ourage a synthe ti c
situat i o n and re s u ltant synthet i c perf ormance .
This
approach also produced some extrem ely rich material.
The s eco nd f actor which contributed a focus to o ur
su rvey perspective was a p ro gress iv e evaluation of
texts and con ver s a t i ons re corded .
Between interviewing
sessio ns we carefully audited the day's work and decided
whom or what t o try to rec o rd next on the basis of what
s ee med most va l uabl e and interesting to dat e.
For
example, the latter part of our collection contains
a large samp le o f bajanje {most fait hfully translated
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as !!whi~e magic~),
to conside r one of
traditional genres

which for many rea sons we have come
the most significant of the inf ormal
. J9

Most of our material was gathered in OraMac,40 al though we conduct ed several interviews in nearby villages .
Because it 1s a Christian (Serbi an Orthodox) a r ea, this
region has not de v eloped a tradition of lengthy epics,
as have the Moslem areas in whi ch P a r ry and Lord made
their expedit ion s . 41 But, since the older villagers
(perhaps sixty years of age and more) are st ill
functionally pre - literate, the village maln~6ins a
whole spectrum of oral f orms . Symptomati c of people's
commitment to these traditional modes of exp ression is
the fact that the y pr ese rve and practice the bajanje mentioned above, tho ugh it has been officially outlawed
f or some time and though some of the younger people,
hav ing been exposed to the modernity of Belgrade , are
frankly embarrassed by their parents! belief i n such
things.
Where lite racy is in eVidence, i t i s used only
as a convenience -- to read occasional let~ers froc relatives in the cit y or temporarily working in Weste rn
Europe, or to transact administrative affairs , but
never to comm it trad itio na l o ra l expression to wr iting
and thus to a fixed text .
For the older people in the
village, the culture is still decidedly an oral culture .
The table below summarizes our 1 9 75 collectio n in
r eview form ' no attempt is made therein to b~ more than
indicative.~2 Where an interview seemed o f special in terest for one reason or another, I have added fUr t her
commen ta ry in the pages f ollowing the table . 43

Infor~a nt

Code
001
Q,02

Name
6ika ~j ub o

v

eika Marko

Age

Se x

Other
Personal
Data

~dod e s

Jl: , JF,X,
son - in-law
g ra ndson

hom e

co nv.,
ge c ealo g .
fragme n ts

JH,BH , JF ,

X

dom.'s
h ome

cony . ,
gene sl.
f r agments ,
f o lktale

JH , X,
d a m-a

dom ,' 6
h ome

conv .

zad r ugs

live s with
wi f e, ne x t
g en er a ti o n
has left
vi llage

JH,J F, X

home

c ony .

Bing ing,
gu s lar i

heed of
zadrug a 4 4

6;

l i v es
alone
~ i th

!lOJ

Slo b odan

36

M

Q.o4

d om .

65

J..:

Verbal
Locus

7 4).!

rA

I nt erv i ew
S i tuation

son

Text( s )

Not e s
some
patterned
speech

wi ldcat
s tory

some
pa tterned
speech

N

~

005
--

dam . and
dam - a.

57
58

M
F

as 004
-

J H, BH , JF ,
X, Y, KH,SH ,
CH,MF , JBF

h ooe

conv . ,
ritual
s ong,
epic song

006

Deda Mile

84

U

l iv es
a l o ne

JH , BH,JF,
X

home

conv . ,
geneal .
fragcen t s

weciding
l yri c,
Koso v o
f ra gment

singing,
guslar! ,
p1' el0 45
da ta o n

Matija§evic'
and StoJanovio
lineages,
patterned

speech

Inform an t
Code
007

008

Other
Pe r so n al
Name

Age

Se x

Data

JH , JF , X,

as 006

6i ka Ratko

Interview
Si tu ation

c . 75

K

Locus

Verbal
Kodes

F age - me.te
to X

home,
field
near
h ome

conv. :
geneal.
fragm ents

hea d of

JH, BH, JF ,

home

zad r uga

X, s on 1
s on ' s \':ife 1

conv . ,
epic
song ,

company

f o lk ta ke

from
Bosnia
009

elks. Hike.

73

H lives
with
wife

JH , BH , Jf,

ho me

con v .

J

ep ic song,

X, wife

geneelc g .
fr agme nts

Text(s)

Not es
as 006

~

ad

Ribnike.

sung &
recited

singing,
gusleri,
ins t r unen t,
Ilie fatl-

texts

ily histo r y

Borba

ed i ted

Jugosloven- source
skih Parti- t.exts

zana,

2

"
"

o

additional
par t isan
s on gs
0 10

all

larg e group of all
ages at t he pr e l o

Deeta cedo

88

M head of
I.-gen.
za druga

JH,BH,X ,
so n,

nea r by
vi ll ag e

grandson ,

hoee
conv . ,
(near- fol k t a l e
by vil-

grand-

la ge)

pat t erned
spe ec h

daugh ter
012

Deda Villd o

'/ 6

M

live s wit h
wif e

JII , BH,J f",
X, z et. , 46
z et.' s

WITe-&
son

home
co n v. ,
(near - ep ic so ng,
by viI-informal
lage) genre/::i

r ecit at i on s i nging,
o f mi lit ary ins tr um ent .
J' osLer, Na da~a on
Kesma~u -- r i tua l

tree . , Na

events

Dr i ni ( r ~c . )
Kl'al,ievic
Harke hvat16e
sluga,

Info rmant
Code

Name

Age

Se x

Other
Peroonal
Data

Inte rvi ew
Situation

Locus

Verbal
Modes

Te x t(s )

Notes

012

J anko vic Sto jen i Smil janfc Il ija,
neve rna ma,jka.
song, harvest
song
group o f
mourners

.Q1 3

BH,JF , X

grave - mou r n ing
yar d
l ame n ts
(t u~ba -

lice)
.Q14

015

Deda Ylado

Te t ka
Desenka

BH, JF , X,

- - as 01 2

55

F

married
t o he ad

Oeda Bogdan

c . 75

!.!

home
co nv . ,
(nea r - e p i c song ,
by viI - in f e rna l
l ege) genres

BH,JF',X,

home

zedruga

daughter1
daughte r in-law,
hushand,4
g r andch ildr en

head o f
zed:r uga

JH , BH , JF,
X, M F ,~ ...

of

16

z et, zet ' s
wife -- -

dom-a .

dom.' s
home

conv . ,
healing
c harm s
( t eJen J e)

conv. ,
epic song

Na Drini ,
gnomic
Na Kosmaju, phrases in
Kos ovo song, conv . ,
Age od
e xteop or Ribnike
aneous
"gnooes"
s k in

disease
cha r m
(3 recitations)

grandson!s
parti c i pation

'"g

Informant
Code

017

Name
Tetka Oara
•

Age

66

Sex
F

&

eiks Sla vk o

Q18

Baba Zorke

019

Tetka Desanka

0 . 65

M

80

F

Other
Personal
De. t 8
live with
niece

lives with
zadru£!.

--as 015--

Intervie\'i
S i tuation

Locus

BH,JF ,X ,

!lome

conv . ,
folktale

BH / JF ,X

home

conv .

BH,JF,X,

ho:ne

c onv . J
baJ an J e

Y,niece

s on ,
daughterin - law , 2
g r andsons
Q20

0 ,== 1

Mi lenka

Tetka
srebrica

49

57

F

F

l ive s with
da u g h ter &
grendchildren

lives elo ne

BH, JF , X,

hone

conv . ,
baJanJe

home

conv . }
ri tu al
song

daughte r ,
grand children

BH, JF, X,
MF , eli /JDY

Verbal
',(odes

Text( s)

}!otes

Stories
fran: the
time of
Karadjordje
data. on
baJanJe,
Er eslava;
patterned
speech
skin dlsea se charm
( 5 reci t.8 ti ons) I
charm for
sty (eye)

d emanstretion of
objects
used in
baJ anJ e

skin di sease charm
( 4 reci t a tio n a)

e x planation
of vetrovl
(w i nds )j
djfference
between
whit e &
black magic

prelo

&

wedding
songs

patterned
de sc rip tion
of weaver's
craft

S'"

I n for ma nt
Code
022 -

Name
Tetka D ara

Age

Sex

Other
Perscnal
Data

-- as 017- -

Interview
Situation
BH , JF,X,
husband,
niece

Locus
horte

Ve::-bal
Modes
con'i . ,
be. Je.nj e
recipe ,
folktale

Text(s)

Ijotes

stock charm enume ra tion o f
(2 rees . L
her fat.her's
t reatment
of unfertl le z~Ar_ugn
woman, EU;Eak
enaI'm , reci pe for .[!.banica
( pat Lerned) j
reci pe f or
riktije
patte rne d) ;
" Fr og in
aspic" folk tal e (by
husband)
tv

....a

023

doo.

-- as <2.04 --

BH, X

home

can v . ,
ba j an j e

snake -b ite
charm
(3 rec6 . )

<:24

Spomenka

50

F

lives wi th
husban d in
Belgrade

JF,X

home

conv . ,

(o rig . ) ba .lan J e

snake-bite
charm

special case
of male 1'ecelving
bs"'; a nj e
ora1 dictated
text
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£01, 2.02 , 006 - 7
Th ese three men were able to converse at length
about the history of the village and especially o f their
own lineages I and often drifted into episodic sto ry forma tions o r even the decasyllabic line of ep i c and lyric
poet ry in their nar ra t ion . They placed great value in
traditional times and events, much prefer ring the old
values and ways.
Deda Mile in particular indicated in
fragments the tremendous amount of genealogical and
historical data at h is command, apparently preserved in
oral poetic rormat . 47
008

~ika Ratko 's son first t rie d to perform to the gusle,
but , relying quite obviously on memo ri zation rathe r than
the re-creation which is the traditional oral style, he
soon deferred to his father.
The older man sang a version of the epic narrative Age od Ribnike without hesita tion/ but was unable to recI't'e continuously the same
Poem without the rhythmic and melodic paCing of the
gusle . His son actua ll y recited more rapidly and eff o rt lessly without the instrument, another indication of th e
difference between the '!learning " processes of the two
generations of men in this household.
009
~ika Mika is a unique kind of guslar in our experi ence in Ora~ac and surrounding areas, for he re - composes
his songs from versions found in published sources by
edi ting the pr i nted text to his own taste .
As he rea ds
slowly through the pesmarica ("songbook") , 48 be deletes
certa in passages according to his sense of the way in
which the narrative should proceed.
Sinc e he does not
consult the pencil - marked songb oo k before o r during
performance. he apparently learns the mo difications as
part of the song and not simply as notations in e script.
Only the pripev (or "pr oemT' ) to his songs, always essen t ial ly the same wi th minor Variations, does not derive
from a p r inted source .

Q12,14
Deda Vlado . who 1s functionally pre - l iterate, main tained a formidable repertoire of epic so ngs.
In addi tion,
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he was able to recite Lhe names of members of the baLtalion in which he served fifty years 8f~er the fact,
recollect Titusl songs, and compose extemporaneouD
couplets in decasyllable rhyme about present events.
The
following couplet pair , intended as a comment on having
his picture taken during the i nter v iew, well illustrates
how even the most ordinary , situation-specific utterance
1s gene r ated from fo r mulaic phraseology :

Js, od Bogs imam dobrog dara,
Eva mene, mojega slikars .
Ko god

tocc, ko me lepo

tuJe.

On menc le p D nck slikuje . 49

JSJ

I have a fine gift from God,

Hel'e in my photographer .
Wh oever wishes, whoever hears me 1 sing ] nicely,
Let him take my picture nicely .

Of course, there are no photographers in epic tradition
(though there are telephoneG!50).
But the four - and
six - syllable cola which make up these four lines prolif erate -- with apPFopriate modifications -- throughout the
poetic corpu~ .
The guslar is expressing himself in the
traditional poetic idiom, a d i alect in its own right . )l
Another acpect of Deda Visdo's ert which deserves
comment is his habit of stringing two or three lines
together in a single extended utterance unified by the
lack of pause in the melody.52
Instead of two and one half measures of vocal melody followed by a half measure
on the instrument alone (one line), he often sings
either five or 7 - 1/2 measures (either two or three
lines) before the vocal rest is taken and the gusle
sounds alone.
This compounding and syncopa tion 01" lines,
which occurs only after he has been sInging for so~e
time, does not disturb the process of composition in
the least:
i t is as if the song were forming too rapidly to articulate . 53 And yet he was so much in control
of his performance that he could add brief interlinear
glosses on the people, places, and events of his poe~
without losing Metrical or narrative rhythm .
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.Ql5, 19
Tet.ka Desanka, the first bajnlica (o r "conjurer")
whom we In terviewed , was recognized throughout the erea
for her skIll in certain healing nrts .
Following the
Parry-Lord method o f eliciting multiple texts, we made
two vi sits to her household and recorded eight yersion~
of a skin disease charm .
Th ese highly formul aic te x ts
of the same cha rm varied considerably and p red ictably
from one another . Also of interest to those studying
the tr ansmission of oral expression is th e fact th a t
the practice of bajanj e is passed on strictly through
the female l i ne , 54 It must be learned befo r e the onset
of puberty when a female is ritually clean and can I. O~
he practiced until the per io d of fertility is fin i shed.
In other words, these charms are almost always transmitted from grandmother to granddaughter and , since
village society is patriar~hal and usually exogamous,
knowledge of the me thod s of healing moves fro~ one village to the ne xt.
This pattern diverges significantly
f rom that of epic singing, which is restricted to males
and, in Christian nrens , largely to the home .

Age and sex roles thus structure ve rb al as TIell as
other kinds of behavior, and adults would not consider
endorsing 8 v i olatio n of accepted standards . The relative freedom from censure enjoyed by young child r en,
however, offered us an insight into the traditional
ora l process at a very basic level . In th e course of
the first recitation on the day of our initial vi sit ,
Tetks Desanka hesitated at a natural seam in ~he charm's
log ic to think for a mo ment about wha: came e :-t e rl.'/ a r ds .
Her grandson , sitting in her lap, p r ompted her :
nOtud
ide Stsnimir" ( I1 Qut of there comes Stanirair ll ) .
As - a seven~year-old bOY, he had no reason to learn the charm
and he certa in ly was not taugh~ it; yet he had internalized the patterned utte r ance and was able to reproduce it.
020

M11enka , a somewhat younger ba ja licA in the village 1
also recited the ski n djsease charm r or the tapes.
Part ly because of her ex~remely rapid, clipped nanr.er
of speaking and partly because of her nervousness il~ l·e peating the spell for th e recorder, her ve r sions are very
quickly spoken, with many elided ~yllables 2nd ~pperent 
I y unmctrical l ine s .
A comnarison of the 02 0 aud 015,19
texts, howeve r, reve al s a l arge number of strue\ural and
formulaic sim i larities.
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022

Tctka Dara displayed a kllowledge of a variety of
charns for many purposes.
Her collected repertoire
includes two versions of a cure for the "red sickness l'
in livestock. nn especially interesting eX3~ple be cause i t cons i stn of paean. animistic elements overlain
by Christian mot~fs .
This mixture is cnarecteristic o~
quite a few Old English spells as well . 55 The skin
disease baJan .1e (2.15,19 nnd Q,20) also combin e d 'these
clements in the juxtaposition of natural animal beha vior and pr ies tly ritual to effect 0 cleansing or pu rification . Tetke CererR charm for "Kad zaviJa
pupakll {literally, "When one winds upthe navel u ) , 56
on the other hand. owes nothing to Christian models or
etho s, but d raw s its st r ength explicitly from the co l lective power of kin and lineage.
ifer two recipes for
gibaniea (cheese - pie) and piktije (the holiday d ish of
p ig s! hock Jelly) are sporadically metrica l and exhibit
definite syntactic patterning . At one point during the
interview, we asked her what she did if she happened to
forget a charm while she was performing it . Her
answer, a higllly euphonic couplet, offered th e came explanation for her art as t.he Anglo - Saxo n singe r Caed:nol.
used to account for his abil i ty to perform orally
and extemporaneously : 5?
v

Sto . ovaJ, uparntim .

~a

upa~tim;

Sto De upamLim, ja sasnim noci .
Well , what I recollect, I recollect ;
What I don!t recollect. 1 dream at night.,6

Q23,2L
From these two informants we have a total of four
ve r si ons of the snake -b ite charm.
What makes comparison
especially interesting is that Spomenka (024) has spent
most of hcr adult life in town, awa y from- the village .
Her brother-in-law (domJ , who has remained in the village,
has been culled upon -rTom time to time to practice this
basma.
Notwitllntanding Lheir very different adult life
patte~~~, ti.ey prescrve the charm which they learned
f~om their dying nother and aunt in virtually the sarr.e
form, ~ith only minor Variations (3ee further Part Ill).
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III
Our first analysis of oral traditional rraLerial
from OrB~ac appeared in !t'Udovica Jane ' : A Case Study
of an Ornl Performance. u59 Thnt article presents a com plete tex~ and translation of a 1 21 - 1ine song by ~ika
Aca (now deceased) . transcribed fr om the Hslperns' or iginal taped re cordi ng, along with an examination of Lhe
poem'n m~tricalJ musical. and narratIve st ru cture . As
well as the frequent singer's tg chniques o f ells:on,
deletion of the past auxiliary, 0 nnd use of extra netrlesl interjections for continuity and e mphasis . the
"Udovica Jana" (or TlWidow Jana") contains some intri guine responsions of sQund . 6 1 Rhyme eocura both from
colon to colon .
Te tisred nasa ukide ga glass.

80

and wi t hin cola,
(3)on a le~e u meke du~eke.

20

These and othe r examples point up the primacy of sound
in the compositio n of oral song, apart fro~ but coople mentary to the syntactic, metrical, and narrative levels
of organization .
The potential always exists for the g slar to em ploy these patterns of sound Lo aesthetic advan tage , as
in the taIltali~i ngly ambiguous re solution of the " Udovica
Jana . ,t The widow has intentionally sent her sons Niko
and Nlkolll into an ambush t o be perpetrated by her
Mosleu lover Hali l .
Near the end of the song she awaits
the return of Halil , while she and her daughter Jelice
(who secl·ctly furnished her brothers with rifl es) lead
two sepa.rute kolo dances, each dance symboli c of one o!
the two possi~outcomes of the ambush . In th I s con text of intense exp ecta t i on the gUG1ar sings :

(J)81 1 ide dva rodjena sina .

104

The listeners may interpret (J)811 as
eit.her (1) the conjunction meaning "but U
or (2) the f irst two syllables of the
name of Jana ' s lover , (J) Ali - le. Redoubling that uncertainty is the verb form
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ide, third singular present tense of
Once the ambigui ty
or-the first two syllables Is resolved ,
T2"f (to come I go) .

the verb comes into play.

The syntactic

indicat i on (Jrd pers. sing . ) Is that
Hal! 1 has survived and that Niko and
Nikola are dead . With the second colon

formula dVB rodjena sina (two horn
sons) , however, the
victors are
named and the kolo structures dissolv e d .
The gusler has-ar-last released the
tension, but not before stretch i ng
the string of his narrative to the

rear

breaking point in a virtuoso g~sp18Y
of traditional oral artistry.
One cannot underestimate the imp o rtance of sound in
the phenomenology of baJanje, an we have emphasized in
our JoInt ::;tudy liThe POtier of the Word:
Healing Charms

as an Oral Genre."63 Perhaps the most effective way to
emphasize this fact is to reproduce selections from a
charm against erysipelas (the ~red wind") which is an alyzed in much greater detail in that article :
Otud ide crveni konj,
Crve ni

~ovek,

crvena usta,

Crvene ruke, c r vene noge,
Cr vena grits, crvena koplts .
Kako ~odJe, tako stile .

5

Ov u boljku pdmah dile;
I odnose
i
,

prenose,
,

Preko mora bez odmore
Ode na!ka ne maufoe,
Ode svinJce ne £urice,
Gde ovce ne blejc,

,

Gde koze ne vre ce,

10
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Gde pop ne tlolnzi,
Gde krst ne doncsi,
D. se ko1.~ ne lomi,

o.

15

,

se 6vece ne pali .
K

, • , •

Otud ide Ug im i r,
Ug1ni boljku , ug i nil
Otud ide Stantmlr,

20

Stan! boljku , stan il

OLud ide Per!>a,
Prestani boljku

I

p,restani!

ut of t.here comes the red hor s e,
The red mnn, the red mouth,
The

red arms, the

Tf"d

legs,

The red mane , the red hooves.
As

he comes, so he approaches,

5

He lifts out the diseaae imPlediately j
ite carries it off and carri e s it away,
Across the sen wit.hout deley

Where the cat. doesn't meow,
Where the pigs don't grunt,
Where the oheep 1on't bleat,
Where the goats don't low,

10
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Where the priest doesn't come,

Where the cross isn't borne,
So that ritual bread isn't brokeu,

15

So that candles aren't lit .

* * * * *
Out of there comes Ugimir,
Kill the disease, kill it!
Out of there comes Stanimi r,
Halt the disease, halt it !

20

Qut of there comes Per sa,
Stop the disease, stop it!

The first four lines describe a horse and rider combination, red to match the color of the illness, which is to
ride ouL of the !Iother'! world (Otud) Dnd remove the intrusive diaease from its unnatursl locus in "this" world.
Various oral patterns help to structure this charm;
they include a fairly regular a nd symmetrical line configuration. ~onsisten t rhythm (though the meter is noL
strictly nyllabic), the incantational effect of the
crven- ( X ) frame (where the variable element X i~ a
part of the hon:;e and rider figure), and the /g/ - /k/
velar consonant exghang e in the last two lines (ruke!noge
and grifa/ko~). 4 Two rhyming couplets com prise "tile Ilext f our lines;
the first pair exhibits both
line - to - line (sti~e/dize) and colon - to - colon rhyme (Kaka/
taka), while the second pair repeats whole marphemes(-nose/-nose) and homonyms which aTe unrelated morphemically (~/ -m ora ).65 With line 8 begins a catalog of
IIno n - occ'iir"renc es-n-w hich characteri~es the Tlothernesr;1T of
the world from which disease emanates.
Four instances of

the

pattern account for the syntax of half o f the list;

Lhe

next four lines, concerned with Christian custom, are
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formed by analogy from the pattern with certain substitutions.
Line-internal structuring devices include allIteration, assonance , consonance, and rhyme . The metonymic
dispelling of the disease follows the ca~alog in lines
17 - 22.
Three magical names are invoked, names which

contain a verb of exo rci sm as their first elements and
(in two cases) the word mir (t he hoped-for result: "calm,
peace H ) as the ir secon d elements .
By intoning Ugimir I

for example, the baJalica attempts to ugini ("kill'!) the
I11ness. 66

The overall action of the charm symbolica l ly presenLe an epistemological dysfunction in need of a re~edy:
disease, by nature an inhabitant of the "other" world,
has entered "thisH Vlorld and caused an imbalance.
The
conjurer summons the llorse and rider, a cow, a hen} and
the three metonymic agents--a11 of them are also inhabitants of the "other " world--to come and take the
illness back to i ts place of origin.
The cow and hen are
red to match the particula r ailment (erysipelas), and
they give birth to and nourish their red progeny during
the course of the charm . A paradigm can be discerned
8S follows :

Xl

provides

X2

to nourish

X)

cow

milk

calf

hen

worms

chicks

haJalica

baJanjc

patient

If we indicate redness (or disease) with a minus sign ( - )
and lack of redness (or health) with a plus sign (+), Bome
dynamic interrelationships become apparent :
to nourish

provides

+

+

The baJalica's nourishment and it s effect run pnral el to
and are reinforced by the actions of the cow and hen.
The charm ellds with the conjurer's agents returning to
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'the !lother world' by means of the kurJak ("wolr"), 8 magical animal who straddles the t wo worlds . Her last
wo r ds emph8si~e the i mportance of Bound ': n the exorcism;
"Od mag odgovOTa bio lek" ("From my speaking out may
ther~e

eure ~~~

the

The third study of oral expressio n so far comp leted, 11}Iybr i d Prosody and Single Half-lines in Old English
and 50rbo-Croatlan Poet r y ~ n i6 t.he f1 rst t ru ly compara tive piece to emerge from our fIeld data .
It treats by
analogy u long - disputed problem in Anglo - Saxon philo logy, namel y, the ideg~itY of the single , apparently
incom~lete half - line.
The Old Engliah allite r ative
l i r.e l19 and the Serbo - Cr oat ian ootosyllable (the pre dominan· meter of baJanjc) have certain formal reoemblances :
Old

~ngl1811

alliterative l i ne (x

x

-

wd:!l'leas werod.
f,,·o

-

x

x

-

ex:

x

W~ldend s~nde

hless troop.

The Ruler
~

Se rbo- Croatian octosylleble (n

"
ex:

utresoed nyllable)

scn"t

~yllablc)

2

)

4

5

6

7

8

3

9

S

s

s

n

s

Pr~-kn

mo-ra

(Genesis 67) 70

bez od - mo - ra

Acrooo t.he sea

w1 tho u t

delay

By observing in performance both "normal 11 (in the aense
of '1 more common") formations (1) and "h yb rid" r ealizn t i ons ( ),
1

preko mora,

od~ooe

(1)
Preko mo ra

be ~

odmore ,

and

t

odn~se

/ preko mora / bez odmore,

(2)

•
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it becomes apparent that the octosyllable has two levels
of metrical organization- - the whole line and the haIr line.
At any given point , and for many poetic reasons,
the latter may supersede the former to produce a triplet
of half-lines like ( 2 )above . Though the statistically
unusual combinat i on may se e m to be a faulty verse, it is
simply the resu l t of a modu13tion in rhythm . 7l
This notion of h y brid metries well explains the oc casional emerge n ce of what seems to be a single half - line
in Old English poetry .
Co n sider the following passage
from Genesis (1593 - 1602) :

pa nyttade
No e si6ban
s i dan rices
mid sunum s i nurn
oreohund wintra

freo me n

~f t er

f Iode ,

p i sses lifes,

1600

and fiftig eac,

pa he fo r b gewa t .

Then afterwa rds Noah enjoyed
The wide kingdom with his sons

For thre e hu n d r ed years of this life--

1600

Free b orn men after the flood--and fifty as well,
When he we nt f orth .

•
•

Most editors have taken 1602 as a. supernUllierary verse,
the product of either the poetls !!nodding ll or a scribel
error .
In reali ty , 1601 - 2 is a continuous triplet, which
even preserves the consistent alliteration (here in Ilrll)
which is demanded by Anglo-Saxon prosody as part of the
whole - line st r ucture.
The poetic justification for
IIba he forO gewat"is as a boundary marker which de!LOtes
the end of the na r ra.tive o f Noah 1 s li f e , a fUnction important emough to override the more usual whole-line
metrical scheme. 72
Ot h er examples of apparen~ single
half - lines abound in the Old English corpus, and ~i]l
need individual attention.
In addition , the Serbo-
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Croatian analo g may also be able Lo speak to Old English
hypermetric lines, another editorial and philological
problem without a sntisfactory solution as yet.
Among our analyses planned and in progress, three
deserve brief mention here.
The fIrst has to do with a
comparison of the Anglo-Saxon and Serbo - Croatian charm
traditions from the point of view of oral process.
The
relatively large collection of spells from medieval
England?) shares many linguistic and structural patterns
with the bajanJe in our collection. Metonymy, formulaic
d icti on, syntactic frames, and--very prominently-responsions of Bound all figure in the articUlation of
baJanJe and its counterpart the galdor,74 In fact,
Pokorny derives galdor from Indo-European -ghel
(or rufen, schreien ) and bajanje from IE 2bhff- {or
sprechen)1 7 ' so that even the ernie design~tions (folk
interpretations) for charms are very much alike in the
two tJ'aditions .
The charm against snake-bite (023.24) consists of
a ritual transformation of the snake, first to one's
sister and then to the Virgin.
It would therefore
seem particularly receptive to a psychoanalytic treatment; if carried out with sufficient reserve, such an
analysis could decip her the symbols on an interesting
level and perhaps bring us a step closer to understanding the general psychodynamics of he aling magic in the
cUlture. 76 I would attribute sign ificance, for example,
to the observed fact that the most common use for this
charm is to g uard against or to prevent recurrence of
snakes biting a lactating cow's udders, a wide spread
fear in the village.
Whether this cons~itutes psychologically healing magic in the form of an ea rly Oedipal
projection must be left to a detailed discussion.
Finally , the texts of ~ika Mika (009) present an
opportunity for an in-depth look at the tradition in
transition from a purely oral medium to a partially
literate medi um.
Since we are fortunate enough to have
a copy of the very songbook from which he learned the
Borba Jugoslovenskih Partizana, it will be possible to
clleck the recorded performance against the printed text
in order to determine the extent of his dependency on a
fixed text.
To what degree, for exa~plel does he memorize
his "@ditions tt ? The answer to this question is of great
signifi ance for 8 number of Old English poems which
seem to be translations of Latin sources or versifications of prose. 77
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What emerges from a consideration of our field investigation and analysis in the context of other oral
literature rcocarch is a twofold concern.
First,
the multiplicity of genres in our collection provideG
an opportunity to assess the meaning of orality at a

number of levels

i!l

Serbian culture.

This kind of infor -

mution fihould be useful to studies in both 8Jlttropology
and oral literature . Second J the Serbo-Croatian data
offers valuable comparative insights into otber oral
literatures, including those mentioned in this paper
alld many others. 78

•
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NOTES
to ~he
American Council of Le a r n e d Societies for a fellowship
to carryon research at t h e Milman Parry Colleution of
Oral Literature at Harvard University in 1916 - 77s during
which period the present report was written .
MThe author wiches to express his gratitude

All materials resulting from the field work and all
so far completed (see Part III) a r e the p r oduc~
of collaboration among the invest i gators , p r incipally
between BaTbara Kerc'1.'sky Halpern and myself.
analyse~

IThe research has b e e n u nd er t a ken wi th the a i d of
National endow-ment for the Humanities grant. #RC - 20505 74 - ~52.
Field work took place under the aegis of par t.icipet.ion by Joel M. Halpern in an exchangc p r o g~ an
between the National Academy of Scienc~s, Washington ,
D. C. , and the Serbian Academy of Sciences, Belgrade ,
during the sulJUtel' of 1975 .
We acknowledge wi th pa r t.i cular appreciation the cooperation of the host academy
in their endo r sement of the field pha3c o~ the proJec~.
2Thcse genres ~re discussed below in Parts I I and
III.

J A fine histo r y of the controversy is available in
J.A . Davison, "The Homeric Question l 'l in A ron;ani on
to Homer, ed. by Alan J . B. Wace and Frnn'K H .
tubb l ngs
[London: Macmillan, 1962, rpt . 1969), p. 234 - 65 .
4Thes~ two studies l wr itt.en for the Doe Lor o f
Letters deg r ee aL the Un ive r sity of Paris in 1928, a re
edlted and trunfilBLed by Adam Parry in 7he Making of
Homeric Verse :
the Coll e cted Papers of-gflman Parry
(Oxf'ord:
Clarendon Press , 1971), p. 1-190 and 191 - 239,
respectively . All subsequent referenccG to Milman
Parry's work wil~ be to this edition, llereafter cited
as MHV .
5Purry ' s demonstration of the rules governing noun epithet combinations still stands as a locus classicus
for the understanding of patterned dic~ion in homer.
A
recent Bttempt to undermine its premises by Norman
Austin ( li Th e Homeric Formula, '1 in Archery at the ~
of the~:
Poetic Problems ~ Homer's Odyssey
[Berkeley:
University of California Press,
97,), p.
11 - 80) falls victim to the same miDul.derstandine that
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has unfortunat e ly atte n ded Par ry rs work f rom its first
a p pearance (see, for example, Samuel E. Bassett, The
Eoet.ry of Homer [Berkeley :
University of California
Press, 19J81~ Contra r y to what. Austin and others have
tried to show, the concept o f traditional diction is not
simply a mechanical process which a ll ows only stereo -

typed verbal beha v ior.

Homer is DoL "a victIm o f his

metrical formulas !! (Austin, p . 80) ; he uses them to

aesthetic advantage within th e cont e xt of h i s tradition al
society .
In contempo r ary rural Serbian society. as we
shall Gee below . the same conce r n for constr~ing tbe
present in te r ms of the past is a compelling (but not
proscriptive) force behind patterned speech acts .

6t'Studies in the Epic Technique of Oral VerseMaking.
I. Homer and Home r ic Style , ~ Ilarvard ~Ludies ir
Classical Philology , 41 (1930); 73-147, rpt. in ~HV, p-.266-J~%~ "Studies in the Epic Techn i que of Oral VerseMaking.
II . The Homeric Language as t}-.e Language of an
Oral Poetry , " HSCr, "3(1932), 1 - 50 , rpt. in MTI..." p . 32564.
--7At the time of h i s exam in ations, Parry con~erred
personally wit!) Murka t h r ough the agency of Antoine
Mei1let (see rrCor Huso : A Study of Southslavic Song,11
in MHV, p . 349) . Mu r ko's published works include :
BerT'Cht Uber eine Bereisung von Nardwestbosn ' en und der
angren?enden GebIete vo n Kr oatien und Dalmatien behursEl"forschlJng der Volksepik der basnischen Mohanmedaner
(Wien : Alfr~Holder , 191JTT Bericht Uber eine Reise
~ Studium ~ Volksepik in Bosnien und Herzegowina 1m
,Tnhrc :_913 (Wien : Alfred H(;slder, 191~)j La po~sie ropu lai re ~ue ~ Yaugos1avie ~ debut du X~ sieele Paris :
Llbrairie Honore Ch&~p ion, 1929); IINouvelles observations
sur l'e 7 at aetuel de la poesle epique en Yougoslavie,lI
Revue des Etudes Slaves , 13(1933), 16 - 50j and Tragorn
ST)Sko"""'"hrvatske narodn e epike (putovan,ja ~ godinaIJ8
19 0 - 32), 2 vars . (Zag r eb:
Jueos1avenska Akademija
Znanosti 1 UmjetnostiJ 1951).
8 0n the effects o f literacy on an oral culture, Gee
especially Walter J . Ong, The Pr esence of the Word: Some
Prolegomena for CuI turnl ~ Re l igious 'fIT sto:ry \1067 ; - r p t. New York : Simon & Schuste r, 1 970)\
91n 'rStudies II" Parry demonst r ated that the langueg'
of Hornor, long a philological puzz l e because o~ tLe mix of
)
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dialects from which it derives, was a traditional blend
used only for poetic composition and almost certainly
never spoken :

n

Iliad and Odyssey]

•
I

the whole of the

hiD

po e ms

[the

with perhaps a few rare verses ex -

cepted, are the work of one or a number of Ionic singers
using. at about Lhe same ti~e, the Ba~e traditional style,
which was itself an Arcade - Cyprian and Aeolic creation ' !
(Studies 11,11 in MHV, p . 361).
An equivalent 'Ohilolog lcal impasse in t ~l anguage of Anglo - Saxon po~try,

though complicated by a much more parochial manuscript
tradition, might well be considerably elucidated by
adopting a similar perspective . In addition, one can note
the same mixing of dialects in the Serbe - Croatian poetic

language of
dev e lopment
from modern
ekavski and

various areas and genres; the long diachronic
has placed Turkish words alongside borrowings
European languages, 8S well as maintained
iJekevski bi-forms for metrical purp oses .

101'On Typical Scenes in Homer," review of Walter
Arend, Die tYfiSehen Seenen bei Homer, 'for Classical
Philology, 31 1936 ), 357 - 60, rpt . :in MHV, p. /"04 - 7 .
IlFol' 8n account of the field procedures and of the
collection through 1954, see the "General Introduction"
and "Digest of Epic MaLerial in the Parry Collectionl'
in Novi Pezar : English Translations, Serba - Croatian
Her~Songs, vol. l , call . by Milman Parry, ed. and
tran s. by AlberL B. Lord (Cambridge and Belgrade: Harvard
University Press and the Serbian Acadeoy of Sciences,
1954), p. 3-20 and 21 - 45, respectively.
12See David E . Bynum, 'lChild's Legacy Enla r ged:
Oral Literary Studies at Harvard Since 1856," Harvard
Library Bulletin, 22(1974), 1 - 37.
13Novi Pazar : Serbocroatian Texts, vol . 2 (1953) ,
the original language companion to vol. 1 {see note ll)j
Avdo Med,ledoviC, The Wedding of Smailagic t.!eho , Serbo Croatian Heroic Songs, vols. J and 4 (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1974) . (See al~o my review of vols . 3
and 4 in the Slavic and East European Journal, 20[19761,
20) - 6) Selections
Bihae and another very long epic
song by MedJedovid c omprise the next four volumes planned
for publi~ation in the series. Together wi~h Bela Bartok,
Lord has also published Serba - Croatian Folk Songs {New
York: Columbi e University Press, 19~1 ) -.---

from
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14 For a conplete assessment of Parry's scholarship
in its contemporary context, see Adam Parry's "InLroduc -

•

ticn,

II

in MHV, p. lx - l:x.U .

15"Homer and HUBO I:

the Singer's Rests in Greek

and Southslavic Heroic Song," Transact.ions of the American
Philological Association, 67(1936}, I06 - 1J;-rrHomer and Huso
II: Narrative Inconsistencies in Homer and Oral Poetry,"
TAPA, 69(1938L 439-45i and HHomer and Huso III:
Enjamb-

iile!i't

in Greek and Southslavic Heroic Song,lt TAPA, 79(1948),
113 - 24.

16{1960; rpt . New York:

Atheneum, 1968).

17See also his "Composit i on by Theme in HOQer and
Sout.hslavic Epos,rI TAPA, 82(1951), 71-80.
18 S inger, p . 101 - 2.
191n addition , I would note how the manuEcript Is
really a literary fossil, in that it preserves in syn chronic dintortion what is really a diachronic process.
LimitatiOI1S such as one singer, one song, and one text
make the analysis of -ancient and medieval ep~c-SOng a
very tentative undertaking; these qualifications are one
major reason why it is essenLiel to gain fam:liarity
with a contemporary, observable oral tradition where
such limitations do not obDcure the picture.
20Singer, p. 134-35:
!IWhile the presence of writing
in a society can have an effect on oral tradi~ion, it does
not necessari~havc an effect at all.
The fact of writing does not inevitably involve a tradition of written
literature; even if it did, a tradition of written liter ature does not inevitably influence an oral tradition . "
Lord distinguishes carefully between two disparate reactions to the introduction of written materials (Singer,
p. 137) : !1Actually older unlettered singers, even wl'.en
they are exposed to the reading of song books to them,
are not g r ea t ly influenced, II but Tl those singers who accept the idea of a fixed text are lost to oral traditional
processes. lI
2lSee also his "Homer's Originali~y:
Oral Dictated
Texts," TAPA, 84(1953), 124-34 . For a complete list of
Lord's publications through 1973, see Edward R. Haymes,
A Bibliography of Studies Relating to Parry!~ and ~'~
'Oral Theory (Cambridge :
Harvard Un iversity Pr inting
Office, 1973).
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22 0n1y a modest review of the most important contributions is possible here.
See further Haymes (note 21);
James P . Heloks, "Homeric Originality : A Survey,"
Classical World, 66(197J), 257 - 93; Albert B. Lo rd, "Per spectives on Recent Work on Or al Literature," in Oral
Literature: Seven Essays, ed . by Joseph J . Dugga-n --(Edinburgh : Scottish Academic Press, 1975), p. 1 - 24; and
John M. Foley, liThe Oral-Formu laic Approach to Old English
Poetry: A HIstorical BIbliog r aphy," Occasional Papers
of ~he Milman Parry Collection, forthcoming .

23Specu1um, 28(1953), 446 - 67 .
24Magoun , liThe Theme of the Beasts of Battle in
Anglo - Saxon Poetry, " Neuphilologische Mitteilungen,

56(1955), 81-90.
25Greenfleld, li The Formulaic Expres6ion of the Theme
of 'Exile' in Anglo-~axon Poetry,li Speculum, 30(1955), 200-6 .
26"Stud ie s in the Technique of Composition of the
Beowulf Poet r y in British Museum Cot~on Vitellius A. xv ., "
unpub. Ph.D. diss. (Harvard Un iversity, 19~5).
27"Beowulf 2231a :
sinc-f.:et (sohte)," Philological
QuarLerly, 35(1956), 206 - 8; "Genesis 1)16 , " ~M~o~d~et,t'n
f""""==
Language NoteD, 7)(1958). 321 - 25 .
2S"The Making of an Anglo - Saxon PoeI:l," English
Literary Histo r y, 26(1959), 445 - 54; "On the Possibility
of Criticizi ng Old English Poetry," Texas Studi e s i n
Language and Literatu re, 3(1961), 97 - 106 .
-29"01d English Fo r mulas and Sy s tems," English
St udie s, 48(1967), 193 - 204.
JO"Old English Fo r mulaic Themes and Type - Sc enes, "
52(1968), 48 - 54 . Fry's "type - scane" is
"a recurring st ereotyped presentation of convent iona l de ...
tails used to descri be a certain narrative event, requi ring neither verbatim repetition nor a specific fo rmula
content," while his "theme ll is "a recurring concatenat i on
of details and ideas, not restricted to a speci~lc event,
verbatim repetition, or certain formulas. which forms an
underlying structure for an action or description" (53) .
Compare David E. Bynum 's variation on .;..vrd's "theme" as
applied to the Serbo - Croatian material : Ita cone1omeration
of narrative matter in oral epic tradition which recurs
~eophilolog us,

•
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in the tradition , and which is d is crete because some
of its occu r rences have no consistent sequential rela tionship with other such units.
Defined internally, it
is a conglomeration of narrative the parts of wh:ch, if
they are p r esent J occur regularly togethe r " ("A Taxonomy
of Ornl Na r rative Song : the I so l ation and Description
of Invariables in Serhocroatian Tradition," unpub . Ph . D.
Of related interest are
d iss. (Harva.rd, 1964J , p. 39) ,
Mar y P. Coote's four categories of theme as discussed
in her " The Singer's Use of Theme in Composing Ors1 Narrative Song in the Ser b ocroatian Tradition , n unpub .
Ph . D . diss. (Harvard, 1968) , espec . 107-14; a. shorter
version of this thesis in forthcoming in California
Slavic Studies.

JIJohn M. Foley , "Formula and Theme in Old English
Poetry,'1 in Oral Litera t ure and the Formula, ed. by
B . A. Jtolz and R . S . Shannon (Ann ~rbor:
Center for
Coordination of Ancient & Modern Studies, 1976), p. 207-

32 .
32 The Song of Roland: Formulaic S~yle and Poetic
Crtl,ft (Rerkeley:-Unlverslty of California Press, 197),
p. 29.
3)(Geneva:

Dro~J 1955) .

34 See especially Finnegan's massive descrip~ive
study, Oral Literature in Africa (O.xford : Clarendon
Pres~, 1970); and Oplan"CfTs nscop and Imbongi:
Anglo saxon and Bantu Oral Poets," ELlglish Studies in Africe,
1 4( 1971), 161 - 78 .
35(Cambridge:

Harvard University Press, 197L).

36 The Winged Word : a Study in the Tec h nique of
AncientlGreek Oral-composItion as Seen Principnlly-rhr o ugh
Ifesiod1s Wnrk~ and Days (Albany: state University of Uew
York Press , 1975) .
Compare the generative ~hesis of
Michael Nagler l s Spontaneity !.!!E. Tradition : !. Study in
the Oral Art of Homer (Berkeley:
University c f CalJfornia
Pre ss:-T9m, p . 26 :
trAIl is traditional on the generative level, all original on the level of perfor~ance:'
(internal quotation marks deleted).
37 011. p. 176 he remarks:
liThe fundamental data of
an oral tradition--the substance of its tradit! o nal
thought--are the phonic structures that constitute the
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cores of formulas." Co m p~re Albert B . Lord, "The Role
of Sound - Patte vn s in Serbo - Croatian ~piC/ " i!1 For Roman
Jakobson (The Hague: Mouton, 1956), p. 301 -5. --J8 An in - progress disse r tat ion by Berbara Kerewsky
IIa!pern will demonstrate the traditional structu re of
this and other informal genres (s e c ~urther Part rII ,
below) .
39See further Part III, below.

~OT here is no need to enter on a description of
Orasac , which has been the primary site of the Halperns'
field work for over twenty years.
See esp e cially Joel
". Halpern , A Serbian Vi llage, rev . ed. (New York : Harper

and Row, 1967) ; and Joel M. Ifalpern and Barba ra Kerewsk y
Halpern, ~ Serb i an Village in Historical Perspective
(New York:
Holt, Rlnehart, & Winston, 197 2).

4l Lord , "Ceneral In troduction," in Novi Paza r:
English Translations J p . 16:
"For his Hone-Tic studie s
Parry f ound the songs of the Moslem population of YUto slavia more signific ant than those of the Christian tra dition, although it should be pointed out immediately
that the singing tradit ion of both the Mos lem South Slavs
and their Christian brothers is the same. This tradition
Is a Slavic one sp ringing from the same roots as the
Russian oral epic iredi tion.
The Hoslerr.s I however, de veloped songs much longer then those of the Christia s,
first because for centuries they were the rUling class
and had more leisure for listening to songs and stories,
and secondly because the Feast of Ranazan with its
thirty nights of entertainment provided a r i ch opportun ity for sustained singing and listening from one night to
the next."
4 2 In keeping with anthropological field etiquette,
we haVe preserved the anonymity of all persons and of
places other than Ora ~ac.
Throughout the informally
structured meetings and interview s, various members of
the Foley and Halpern families drifted in and out and
mixed with thos e present in accord with normal village
encounter patterns . A few abbreviations a re employed in
the data tabulation : JH - Joel Halpern, EH : Barbara
Halpern, JF = John Foley, X ~ info rm ant, Y = informant
no . 2 (if the re are two Informants in a single interview),

1
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dam . (ror doma~in) ~ head of household where Halperrls
lived, dam-no (for domacica) - dam.'s wife."U'

Meredith

foley, KH
Kay Halpern, CH :: Susannah Halpern, eM -'"
Carla Halpern, JBF :: Joshua Foley; eika, !)ede, Tetka,
and Baba ~ here fictive kin terms for uncle, grbtldfather,
aunt:-and grandmother, respectivelYi cony. - conversation. genealog;- genealogi cal, rec . = reel ted (rather
tnan sung), or recitation . Unless otherwise indicated,
all songs were "ung (all epic songs to the accompaniment
of the gusle) and all other texts recited.
431n sItu obse~vat i ons are drawn from the field
notesj comparative commentary has been added later .
44,foel :~ . and Barbara Kerewsky Ilalpcrn, A Serbian
Villnge in Historical PerspectIve 1 p . 171 defTne zadruga
us "e residential kin unit composed of ut least two
nucleAr family units, often including other r~lawiveG
a~ wcl1 1 who work and live together and jointly ~ontrol
and utilize the resources of the household.'1 See f~r
ther their chapter on " The Zadruga," p. 16 - 44 .

45 TIle prelo was originally a spinning hee l which
served an a meeting place for young men and women; often
they O~ their families agreed upon marriage contracts
in this multi - generational context. Today, however l the
prelo ha~ lost iLG original function and is an occasion l
as one village elder observed 1 sarno ~ igrsnku ("only
for dancing") .
46The term zet (specifically daughtcr's husband and
generally any ma~in-law) io uscd here to empha~ize
kin ties among the members of this group.
The zet in
this case is the occaolona 1 infJLance of an in-marrying
male from another village who l by virtue of his o~rriage
to a female in Orasac who had no brothers, will inherit
her family's land as a surrogate son.
His relationsh:p
to Deda Vlado derives from hiB mother's pobrat ' mstvo
(blood-brothe r hood) with the singer.
In the hope o f
gaining strength against sic kn ess, she had sought to be
ritually related to Deda Vlado by meanG of a ritual which
tnkes place at the graveyard . Once the synthetic kir.
tie of brother and sister is eGtablished In th:~ way,
it becoQes permanent:
the zet considers himself the
singer's nephew I end Dede Vlado pronounced their rela tionsh!p l'naJrodjenlje" (idiornaticallYI "the closest
possible").
See further Joel U. Halpe rn l A Serbian
Village, p. 162-63.
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47 Compa r e Barbara Kerewsky Halpern's uGenealogy as
Genre,11 also in this volume.
4 8 It should be noted that ,reading is a very diff icult
process for the semi - l iterate eiks Mikn.
Like most villuge men his age , he had only four years of vil lage
schooling.
49 Note the metrical flaw in the fourth line : the
first colon, On menc , has only three instead of tbe usual
four syllables .
This is a fairly common ab ridg ~e n t in
the sung texts of the Parry Coll ection as well, a prob lem which the singer Ibrahim Batie solves by doubling
the vowel and inserting a g l ottal stop to simulate two
syllables .
50S ee Mur ko , La EOesle pop u laire

• p . 24 .

51S ee note 9 .
52There has be en little study of the relati ons hi p
between the perfo rman c e melody and the tradition al o ra l
aspects of the song .
See Lord, S i nger, p . 37 ; Geo rge
He r zog, "The Music of Yug osl av He ro ic Epic Folk Po et ry , "
Journal of the International Folk Music Co unc il , 3(1951) ,
62-64; ROiiian Jako bson, UStudie s in Comparntive Slavic
Metrics, !! Oxfo rd Sla v onic Papers, 3(1952), 21 - 66 ; and
John Miles Foley an d Bar bar a Ker e wsky Halpe r n , II 'Udo vic a
Jana':
A Case Stud y of an Oral Perf ormance," Slavonic
and East European Re view , 54(1976), 11 - 23.
53This and simila r idiosync ra sies that a r ise in
performance may speak by analogy to some of the manu scripts which remain from now defun c t oral traditions .
See fUrther Part II I, below .

54Q2J , a male prac titi o ner of bajanje, learned the
charm from his strina (father's brother's wife) on her
death - bed, only when there remained very little time for
her to pa~s it on and there was no close female relative
cu rr ently in the village to receive it.
55 The following two passages, drawn from the AEcerbot
( !' Land - remedy") charm l provide a clear example of the
Old English blend of Christian with pagan elements:

•
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Eastweard ic s tana e ,
urena ic me bidde,
b~dde ~c pone mrer~n domi ne ,
bidde 60ne miclan dr i hte n,
b~dde lC 60ne hallgan
heofonrices weard
eorban ic bidde
and upheofon
'
an d ba sopan
sancta Marian (26- 30 ) .
Erce , Erce , Erce ,
eo rpa n modar,
geunne pe se alwalda ,
ece dr ihten ,
~cera
wexendra
and wridendra ,
.
eacnlendra
and e lnie ndra ,
s ceafta hehra,
scirra w~stma ( 51- 55) .

Eastwa r d I stand, I eak with p ra yers,
I ask the illUstrious Master, I ask the great Lord,
I ask the holy Guard ian of the heavenly k!llgdom,
I ask earth and heav en
And the t rue ho ly Mary (26 -) 0) .
Er ee . Erce , Erc e, mother of earth,
May t he all -rul er , the eternal lord, grant you
Fields gr owing end thriving,
Rep r od u cing and gaining strength,
Tell shaf ts, s hin ing crops (51 - 55),
The Old English te xt is taken fron E . Y.K. Dobbie, ed"
The Anglo-Saxon ~ino r Poems, The Anglo - Saxon Poetic Records,
vol. 6 {New York:
Columbia University Press, rpt . 1968),
p . 117 - 18 . F or the tex ts of most o f the extan t Old English
charms , see Fel i x Crendon, liThe Anglo - Saxon Cha r ms, II
Jo ur nal of American fo lklor e, 22( 190 9), 105 - 237 ; and
Oswald Cockayne, Leechdoms, wort cunnin ~, and Starcraft of
Early .england, 3 vols. ( 1864 -66; rpt.
iesbnden:
Kraus I
1965) .
On the source of the puzzling designation Erce
(1. 51 above) , see Audrey R. Duckert, " Eree and Other
Possibly Kelt i c Elements i n the Old English ChEro fo~ Un fruitful Land ,N Names, 20(1972), 83-90.

•
•

56This 1s a folk characteriza tion of internal disorders associated with excessive child - bearingj it is
equivalent to sagging womb a nd dioplaceoent of other
internal organs .
57 Bede , ~ History of the Eng li sh ChuT"C'h and PC'ople,
by :t . r. . Lathem (Lond':m:
Penguin, rpt. 1970) , p . 251 - 52:
" When Cnedmon awo~e, he
t r ans. by Lee Sherley -PMce, r ev.
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remembered everything that he had sung in his dream,
and soon added more verses in the same styl e to a song

truly worthy of God , !1 See Francis P. Magoun , J r. ,
"Bede's Story of Caedm on : The Case Histo ry of an AngloSaxon Oral Singer,'1 Sp e c ulum, 30(1955), 49 - 63; and Donald
K. Fry , Jr., I'Caedmon as 8 Formulaic Poet , " in Oral
Literature: Seven Essays, p . 41 - 61 .
58 r use the word "r ecollect !' to dist inguish be tween an act iv e recalling and articulating (the oral tech nique) and a passive musing (our concept of "to r emember").
Other oral cultures also understand recollection as an
aative process, as witnessed by the Old English term for
utterjng a sone : wrecan, lit o drive (out)" (cp _ SerboCroatian terat1, wi~h the snme meaning and used for the
same purpose).

59S ec note 52.
60 This practice, essentially the elimination of a
syllable (je bilo becomes simply the past pa r ticiple bila),
is very similar in functio n to the Homeric Creek deletran
of augment in the ao ri st te nse of certain verbs; both
features are metrical accommodation s .
The Old Lnglish
line, which does not i mpose as strict syllabic r ules
on utterance, lacks s u ch adjustments, though its stressposi tiona govern wo rd order if not syllabic numbe r in
other ways .
6lResponsions of sound are fundamental to oral art .

In the Anglo-Saxon Beowulf such ac oustic patterns find
simplest expression in what is usually cal led " verbal
echo " an d most complex actualization i n Lord ' s "themes."
See further note 37 .
62'I'Udovica Jana '

II

p. 22 .

6JA version of this study , with emphasis on the ethnographic and s ymbolic factors involved in the practice
of bajanje appears as "Ba,janj e;
Healing Magic in Rural
Serbia,il in Culture and CurIng , ed . by Peter Morley and
Roy Wallis (Lon do n : Peter Owen), forthcoming 1978 .
64To this l ist may be added the [1 ; ] sequence of line 4 .

[a] vocalic
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65M~ra is genitive singular of the neuter noun
more (il sea ll ), while edmore is genitive sir.gular of the
masculine noun odmor ( "delay, pause").
Speakers of SerhoCroa~ian will note certain inconsistencies in syntax and
morphology. attributable to both variance of rural
speech patterns from standard urban speech and to oral
transmission.
66persa is one solution to the problem of construct ing a metonym from the trisyllabic preotunij it repres ents the prefix E.,!!.- with metathesis .
67Examples of other studies of bajanje, nostly
partial texts and ethnographic datu, include : S .
Knczevic nnd M. Jovunovi6, Jurmenovci (Beograd: S r pska
Akodcmija Nnuko, 1958); J. M. Pavlov:c, ~lvot 1 obi~aji
naradn! ~ Krneujevuckoj Jasenici u Swoadljl (Be ograd:
Srpnka Kraljevska Akademija, 1921); A. Petro vic, Rakov ieo:
socijalno-zdravstvene l higljenske prllike (Beograd:
Bib1ioteka Centr~nog Higijenzkog Zavoda, ~9J9); and
P . Z. Petrovi6, Zivot i obicajl narodni ~ Gru~i (Beog rad:
Srpska Akademija Nauka , 1948).
68 For a summary of research on this p~obleo, see
A.J. BlisG, IISingle Half - lines in Old English Po e try,lI
Notes ~ Queries, 18(1971), 442 - 49.

69~,laJor works on Old English metries include:
Eduard Sieve rs, Altgermanische Uetrik (Halle, l893); M.
Kaluza, Der altengl1sc h e Vers:
eine mctrische Untersucb ung (BerI"lfi, 192; - 29).: JoIi"nC. P~ The Rhythm of
Be"'Owulf, rev . ed. (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1966);
Robert P. Creed , "A Ne w Approach to the Rhythm of Beowulf"r
Publications of the Modern Language AssOCiation, 81(1966),
23 - 33; A. J. BITs~The TAetre of Beowulf, rev . ed . (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 19b1}; and ThOmas Cable , The Mete r and
Melody of Beowulf (U r bana: University of Ill i no I s Press,

1974). 70 All Genesis quot a tions are taken from Geo r ge P.
Krapp , ed .• The Junius 'M a.nus cr ipt , The Anglo - Saxon Poetic
Records, vol. 1 (Ne w York : Columbia Unlv e rsl~y Pr e ss, rpt .
1969) .

,

7l The corresponding phenomeno n I s not o b served
nearl y as oft en in the ten - syllabl e epic l i ne, probably
because the four - and six-syllable cola fo rD an as ymmetrical
line.
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72Compare the very similar closu r e to Malalehel's
first genealogy:
" o6p;:et he forb gewat " (Genesis 1068b).
7J See note 55.
74See Lhe charm " Wi5 dweorh ll (Against a dwarf"),
in The Anglo - Saxon Minor Poems, p . 122, lines 16 - 17 .

75Indogermanisches Etymologisches Wo rterbuch (Bern
nnd Mi.inchen: A. Francke, 19)9, 1 969), vol. 1 , p . 428;
p . 105 - 6 .

76 For the sake of comparison , I would note that
the oral epic seems to function as a psychohistory . See
further my f1Beowulf and the Psychohistory of Anglo - Sa x on
Culture} n American I~ag? , forthcoming.

77See especiall y Robert E . Dia mond, The Dictio n of
the Anglo - Sa x on Met r ical Psa l ms J Je n ua. Linguarum, Seri es
PracLica, 10 (The Hague: Mouton, 1963); and Allan A.
Metcalf, Poetic Diction of the Old English Mete r s o f'
BoethiuB (The Hague : Mouton , 1 973) , two studies wh ic h
show how a t r ans1ator ~ poet rather me chanically ren dered
a Latin original in Anglo - Sa x on p r ose.
78 See footnote 21 .

